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What we do at Acconeer  
  
Based on research from Lund University, Acconeer has created a unique radar solution that opens up 
new opportunities for human interaction with technology. The radar sensor is based on pulsed 
coherent radar technology and combines extremely low power consumption with high accuracy. The 
unique characteristics of this radar sensor make it possible to identify objects and detect motion in 
advanced sensor applications. The small size, only 5x5 mm, and low power consumption are ideal for 
compact battery-driven mobile devices.  
  
Acconeer is a young startup company, listed on Nasdaq First North in late 2017 and we have a really 
exciting time ahead of us. We are located at Ideon Gateway, overlooking both Lund and Malmö. We 
are currently a group of around 40 people, working close together in an agile manner, determined to 
create a major breakthrough in sensor technology.  
  

We are looking for a Verification Engineer to our growing ASIC team! 
  
You will be responsible for our UVM based verification environment. This includes defining the 
methodology, implementing and maintaining the environment and running the verification for RTL 
and Netlist. In the development of new generation sensors ASIC’s you will work in close co-operation 
with our architects and ASIC designers to secure that we will have a design that is easy to verify. You 
will also work with our analog ASIC designers to improve the co-simulations between digital and 
analog domains. 
 
You have worked for several years with state-of-the-art ASIC verification methods (constrained 
random, functional coverage, assertions and formal methods, etc.). You are used to Questa and/or 
Incisive tools and you are skilled in the following areas: SystemVerilog, UVM, SystemC/TLM, C, 
Phyton, SciPy/NumPy. You have a science/engineering Master’s degree and you speak English 
fluently.  
  
We love working in a startup where we have real possibilities to influence both the product and the 
ways of working. We get to work with cutting edge technology in close collaboration with the other 
teams. Working at Acconeer means close cooperation with your colleagues and succeeding together 
as a team. If you feel the same way about team work and amazing technology, we´d love to meet 
you!  
 
Please send your application to info@acconeer.com. We will evaluate applications continuously.  
 
For questions, contact recruiting manager: Per Odénius at +46 (0)10 218 92 00. 
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